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A Steiner system S( t, k, O) is a pair (S, B) where S is a u-set and B is a 
collection of k-subsets of S such that every t-subset of S is contained in exactly 
one member of B. A system S(2,3, u) is called a Steiaer triple system (briefly 
STS) and a system S(3,4, u) is called a Steiner quadruple system (briefly SQS). 
Steiner systems S(t, k, v) were apparently defined for the first time by 
Woolhouse in 1844 [76] who asked: for which ir tegers t, k, u does an S(t, k, U) 
exist? This problem remains unsolved in general until today. However, several 
partial answers were given only 3 years later in 1847 by Kirkman [28] who 
showed that a system S(2,3, v) i(i.e. an STS) exists if and only if v = 1 or 3 (mod 6) 
and constructed systems S(3,4,2”) (i.e. SQS) for r=very n. (In today’s geometrical 
terminology, the elements and quadruples of such a system are respectively the 
points and planes of the n-dimensional af5ne space over GF(2).) 
It was not until several years later that Steiner [67] asked for the existence of 
systems S(t, t+ 1, v). The fact that systems S(t, k;, U) still carry the commonly 
accepted name “Steiner systems” s probably due to the fact that the papers [76] 
and [28] were completely overlooked by writt;rs on the subject in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. During :5is time very much was written 
on the subject of STS and not much on SQS. III 1896, Moore, among other 
things, posed the problem of the existence of systems S(t, k, U) in [56]. In 1908, 
Barrau [4] established the uniquen :ss of S(3,4,8) and S(3,4, lo), 13nd in 1915, 
Fitting [163 constructed cyclic S(3,4,26) anI4 S(3,4,34). In 1935 Bzys and de 
Week [5] showed the existence of an S(3,4,14). Other work in the thirties 
relating directiy or indirectly to SQS include:s [8], [72] and [75]. But it was not 
until 1960 that Hangnl [24] proved that *he wcessary condition :, = 2 or 4 
(-nod 6) for the existence of an S(3,4, ~1) is also su cient . Althou& 
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I’ ‘Thus; a. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s*~~~~~. a+pak (0, I33 whm Q is a tiitc set and I3 _. ‘ 
is a &dlix&& W&RMIS~ (ca&d::quadniljes or blocks) 6f Q such that every 
3&rbsei: of .Q & -cxi@iijmi in sxz$tiy: one. zquadruple of aEy The number IQ1 is 
calk$.~.‘@k$or~~r a;b (&B). An $@S of order o will sometimes be denoted by 
saS(d) or :&i?@ly~ ‘byS(V). \ 
One obta%mmediately that II = 2 or 4 (mod 6) is 8 necessary condition for the 
existence c&an S( tp); andl the total number of quadruples i  &~(a - l)(u - a), the 
number of ~quadr~@es t:ontaining a given eletient k &o - l)eo -Z& and the 
nuhaber of qtiadru~ks~~t~ining,a given pair of elementi is&u - 2) and therefore 
any integer .V = 2 OT 4 :(m@d 6)” wiil henceforth be calkd admksibk. 
Hax &?s $xWf of the Mkiency of the condition $1 iffy 2 or 4 (mod 6) for the 
existence GY!’ ~&Q!%(U) given in 1241 is by induction, and depends on the following 
six recursive constI~@iohs: 
Construction A. S(U) :$ S(2uj. 
Construction R. S(u) :> S(3tP2). 
,Construciion C. o = 10 (mod la) * [S(u) =3 S(3u +4)]. 
Construction D. o = 8 (mod 3 2) =$ [S(u) 3 S(3u + 2>3. 
Construction E, S(v) * S(4u -6). 
Construction F. S(u) 2 S(l%P- 10). 
Here, obviously, S(U) =$ S(U) means that given an SQS(U), ant can construct an 
SQV d. One must d! here an additional coaditinL. t!z 4 (i.e. the triv 
order 2 with no cpdruples cannot be used). Cons .ructions B-F art 
KWGUG white ~~r~s&ruc~‘ic~~ A has been well-known far wnte 
al least to thf? thirIit2j $ze, e.g., [5, 7, 8, 14, ‘TSjj. 
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To compiete the proof by induction, Hanani’s proof requires, besides the trivial 
S(4), a direct construction of SQS for two orders namely o = 14 and v =: 38. 
Haatiz&es a construction for bo h, apparently unaware that an S(l4) was 
~~~ z quarter.of 8 century earlier by Bays and de Week [5]. Assuming then 
2 or 4 (mod 6), and that an S(U) exists for every admissible u < v, one 
applies 
Construction A if o =4 or 8 (mod 121. 
Construction B if 0 4 or 10 (mod 1811. 
Construction C if ‘0 
Construction D if o = 26 (mod 36). 
Construction E if u 2 OP 10 (mod 2411. 
Construction F if u = 14 or 38 (mod.7:2) and v > 38. 
to obtain an S(u). 
Subsequently, Some oi Hanani’s constructions have SMI generalized by 
Rokowska [60]. She shows, for instance, how to construct from an S(U) and an 
S(u) 
(1) an S(uu- U-V +2), 
(2) an S(uu - o + 4) provided v = 10 (mod 12), and 
(3) an S(uu - v + 2) provided v = 8 (mod 12). 
(For construction (l), cf. also [I].) 
Taking u = 4 in (l), (2) und (3), one obtains the rules given by Construction B, 
C and D, respectively. 
It is perhaps worth noting that Witt [75] had already shown how to construct an 
S(uu) given an S(w) and an S(v). 
Whereas we refer the reader to the original papers [24] and [60] for details of 
the constructions, we describe below a much more general version of Construc- 
tion A (giving an S(2u) provided an S(v) is known) which will be needed for 
subsequent discussion. 
~mW?Wh A*. Let (X, A) and (Y, B) be any two S(v) where X n k’ =- $9. Let 
F and G where F= {F,, . . . , F,_,} and G = { G1, Gz, . . . , G,_l}, be ally two 
l-factorizations of K, on X and Y, respectively, and let cy be any permulation on 
the set (1,2,. . . , v - 1). Define a collection of quadruples C on Q = X U ‘i( as 
foll0ws: 
(1) Any quadruple belonging to A or B belongs to C, and 
(2) If xls X+Z X and yl, y+ Y therl {x,, x,, yl, y2) c C if and only if [x,, x,]E F,, 
[yl, yZ]c Gj and iar = j. 
Then (Q, C) is an SQS(2o) (cf. [45, 621). 
Note that there need be no relatimship between (X, .U and (Y, 5). thai E and 
G can be anq ~-fa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;m 
the quadruple system (0, C) by [X U Y](A, E, F, G, cu). 
Lewing the trivial SQS of orders 2 and 4 aside, the unique SQS(8) canaains 14 
q ul.sdr upres 
1248 x567 
2358 1467 
3468 1257 
4578 1236 
1568 2347 
2678 1345 
1378 2 
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-$:%b “&OW the uniqueness of the SQS($) it is sufficient to observe that it is 
~~~~~~ &&r&n& by any of its derived triple systems (for discussion of 
tripit, ipystems, ee Section 7 below). Since there are exactly 30 distinct 
.wm St, &ere are exactly 30 Distinct SQS(8) on the same set, and 
--6 *&&I of t-he sutomorphkm group of the SQS(S) is 8!/30 = 1344, 
& isomorphic to the design of points and planes of a 3-dimensional 
over G F(2), and the automorphism group of SQS(8) is triply transitive 
on e1emw@. 
The unique SQS(l0) contains 30 quadruples 
1245 1237 1358 
2356 2348 2469 
3467 3459 3570 
4578 4560 1468 
5689 15 6 7 2579 
6790 2678 3680 
1780 3789 1479 
1289 4890 2580 
2390 1590 1369 
1340 1260 2470 
AS may be seen from the listing of quadruples, the SQS(l0) is cyclic, i.e. it 
contains an automorphism consisting of a single cycle of length 10. The ten 
quadruples in any of the three columcls are actually determined by any one of 
them, and by a repeated applicatioir of the cyclic automorphism CY =: 
(1234567890). 
There are exactly 2520 distinct SQS(l0) on the same set and thus the order of 
the automorphism group of the SQS(l0) is lo!/2520 = 1440. The SQS(l0) is 
isomorphic to the inversive plane of order 3 (cf. [9]). 
The uniqueness of SQS(8) and of SQS(l0) were demonstrated first by Barrau 
[4] and later again by Bays and de Week [5] i.nd Witt r75j. 
Bays and de Week [S] were apparently the first to construct STY SQS( 14). They 
conjectured that there are at least two nonisomorphic ~5QS(14). Quite recently, 
Mendelsohn and Hung [54] verified this conjecture while showing, with the help 
of a computer, that there are exactly four nonisomorphic SQS(14). The orders of 
the automorphis,m groups of the four systems I,, Ib, Ii and III (in-the notation of 
1%) are respectiv?y 42, 14, 6 and 6. In the first two cases, the group acts 
transitively on the ; lements. *The two nonisomorphic systems II and III possess 
isonorphic autcmoiphism prnups (=S,) thus making the order 14 the smallest 
order of any Steiner system for -which this happens (thr,: smAFest order for which 
there exist twc nonisomorphic STS with isomorphic automorphism groups is 15) 
Let us remark that the SQS(14) constructc:d in [5] is isc3rlorphic to I,. 
The Prumber N(M) is unknown at present and it is quite likely--n view of what 
is going to be s:,id below- e determined exactly i.? the near future. 
N(u) 3 2 for every IJ -4 or 20 (mod 24), ts > 4, 
Subsequently, the gen&lized direct product has ken used to show [35] 
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By using Construction A* and a result of [41] on nonisocrlorphic l- 
factorizations of the complete graph, we cati now Provo quite easily 
#iN(u)=~ for o = 4 or 8 (mod 12) 
as follows: 
LAS o&,, denote the particular (the best known) series of l-factorizations F of 
K OIL the set {a, 0, 1, . . . ,2r1-2) 
FiE@,i]U[i-j,i+j]: j=l,2,.... 
where F = {FzF2, , . . , F2n_1}, 
n-l}, and & i-j and i+j are taken 
mod (2n - 1). It is well-known that GK2, has no sub-1-factorizs5on of index 2 
provided n > 2. 
LCI now F be any l-factorization of KU on X and G be the (fixed) l- 
factorization G& on Y, and form the SQS(20) [XU Y](A, B, F, G, Q) as in 
Construe&a A”. Denoting by N(X) the set of all isomor@sm classes of SQS(U) 
on X and by H(X) the set of cl1 isomorphisrl classes of l-factorizations of Ku on 
JK, form, for X, Y and ci! fixed, the set 2 = {[X U Y](A, B, F, G, u): 
AEN(X),BEN(Y), G=GK,,, FEN(X)\G} of SQS(20). 
Clearly any two SQS(2u) in Z are nsnisomorphic; for any SQS(2tl) in Z, (X, A) 
and (Y, B) are the only two sub.systems of order u. Therefore, if Z1 = 
[XU Yj(A’, B’, F, G, a) and ZZ = [K U Y](A”, B”, F’, G, ar) are two distinct 
SQS(Zc) in 2, any isomorphism from ZI on;o ZZ must map (X, A’) onto (X, A”) 
and (Y, B’) onto (Y, B”) (since t; is the same in both Z1 and Z,), and therefore 
also F’ onto F” which implies 2 l = ZZ, a contradiction. Thus, denoting \H{X)( = 
A(u) (= the number of nonischmoiphic 1-factorizations of K,), and recalling 
&X)1= N(u), one obtains 
N(2u) ~3 [A( 9) - l][N(v)]*. 
It has been shown in [41] that lim,,, A(2rL\ z 1 w, therefore, lim.,,, N(u) = 00 
provided t) ~4 or 8 (mod 12). 
AS far as orders o * 2 or 10 (mod 12) are concerned, apart from the mentioned. 
exact value of N(l4) = 4, it is known that Ni22) 3 2 (cf. [60]). However, nobody 
has been able to prove yet even that N(u) 2 2 for u = 1 or 10 (mod 12), u > 10. 
The only known upper bound for N(u) is due to Doyen and Vandensavel [ 141: 
N(u) g 2 u(v-l~(u-2~/24lo~~(u-3~ . 
4. Steiner qua pie systems and algebras 
Given an SQS(y) (S, B) we can define a ternary operation ( , , ‘) cm S by 
(a, b, c)= d whenever {a, b.. c, ci)~ B, and (Q, a, 6) = h. As there is a unique quad- 
1~ in B c~n~~~~~~~~ 3 @en trripk, this Bemary operation is weB!-tlefined. ‘Th@ 
resulting algebra ($, ( , , )j is a ternary quasigroup and is called an idempofent 
). It satisks the following 
g (I), (2) and (3). Ditfine 
h, c are ali distinct then 
c)= Q &en we wovld have 
o’nsequetitly, I3 is 8 set of 
q~&tq&s, and. By -(3), {u,. ‘6;c, ( & & .c}}, @&e:prl!u tpmdruple. qmainiq {u, b, c}. 
~~ ~~lto;~s- ~ ~~ ‘~~~~i: b f;~~~.~~.~. ~ :~~~ &~~i. rrides every 3_quasigroup; ~ibtained 
from“’ ?bS ’ as. I above &@fy~ (r); (!$J;, (31 ’ t;ut:. tt\so ’ ConverseIy, from every 3- 
qu2sigroup iatisf@tg ‘(&(2);“[3] ‘we‘cah b&in an SQS (see [ll). 
Some of &e ‘r&rs& c~nstru&iotis me$iqned in Se&n; 2 thus Mane a 
triv;~,edn~~~~~~~‘~~“~~~~~~~ t~ ~~~trt ;it ho SQs is asain 8Ln SQS 
;, :“?<-,= _” , .:\ .< 
which in, tiirfi is a triv@ &$&qpye of @3$act tiat Steiner 3qumigroups form 
an eyuation&. ,&is b+ ~~~,e~~@&&~& b)i ‘A), 
-; 
Mg&ras satistjing :&,ac$#&~ ‘io (i). @), and (3) the identity < \ 
((4 G y ),k d := (5 4 ty, t, 5)) 
also f&in air eqtiationd c’lass d a&bras. This class A0 can be obtained from the 
class of Boolean groups (groupsof exponent two). Given 1 Boolean group (s +), 
one needs only to define a ternary operation on $ by (& Q cj = Q + b + c; the 
resulting algebras [S, ( , , }) belong to A*. The SQS corresponding to the 
algebras from A0 are the SQS of order 2” known already to feirkman f28] (see 
also Section 5.2 below). On the other hand, the equational class A0 is the unique 
minimal. subclass of A, or A, is the unique atom in the lattice of al.1 equational 
subclasses of A [see fl9, 591). 
Althilugh .the above is mareiy a translation of web-known facts into a nice 
algebraic Ianguagqz, universal-algebraic methods enabled Ganter and Werner [lg:] 
to obtain an answer to a question posed originally by Scan Doyen for STS. They 
obtained the following “Unique factorization thPorekm for SQS”: 
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en the quadruples of B are partitioned into orbits under the action of the cyclic 
group generated by C. Each orbit of quadruples is completely determmed by any 
one of its quadruples, and the whole set B is determined by a collection of 
quadruple died trase quadruples containing one quadruple from each *Jrbit. One 
usually rep Drcsents the elements of a cyclic SQS(u) by residue classes mod II and 
writes qu;ndruples so that C: i + i + 1 (mod u) is the cyclic automorghism. 
Thus, for example, the SQS(l0) in Section 2 is cyclic (this was known to Barrau 
[4)> and its quadruples are determined by the three base quadruples 
(i,i+l, i+3,i+4},(i, i+l, i+2, i+6),(i, i+2, i+4, i+7)mod IO. 
Cyclic SQS were investigated further by Fitting [I61 who constructed cyclic 
SQS(26) and cyclic SQS(34). He has also stated - erroneously - that the neces- 
sary condition for tht existence of a cyclic SQS(o) is u = 2 or 10 (mod 24). While 
the condition o 2 )r 10 (mod 24) is necessary for the existence of a cyclic 
SQS(v) witi aU orbits of quadruples under its cyclic automorphism being of 
length u (since, in order that this be t‘le case, $(u - 1) (U - 2) must be an integer), 
it is not necessary for the existence tbf a cyclic SQS(u). 
Much later, a computer was used tc show [23] that there is ~3 cyclic SQS@) for 
TV= 8, 1:I or 16. A cyclic SQS(20) has been constructed by Jain [26] and has the 
following 15 base quadruples: Q 
(i,i+l,i+3,i+4), (i i+l, i--2, i+ll), {i, i+l, i+5, i+M), 
(i, it2, i t6, i-+8), {i,i+2,i--4,i+12}, {i, i+3, i-t6, i+13), 
{ii+3,i+9,i+14}, {i,i+l,k6,i+7), {i,i+l, i+!J,i+I2), 
(i,i+l,i+8,i+l3), (i,i+2,+7,i+9), {i,i+2,i+S,i+l7), 
(i, i+3, i+7 i+ 16), {i, i+4, i+8, i+ 141, {i, i+ 5, i+ 10, i+ 15) mod 20. 
Every orbit of quadruples has length 20 except for the orbit determined by the 
last base quadruple which has length 5. 
An example of a cyclic SQS(26) as given in [23] is: 
(i, i+ 1, i+2, i t 14), {i, i+ 1, i+9, i+lO), {i, 1+5, it-11, i+16), 
(i, i+2, i+4, i+lS), (i,i+l,i+ll,i+12), {i,i-t7,i-t9,i+16}, 
(i i+3, i+6, i+ 16), (i, i+3, i+S, i+8), {i, i+7, i+ll, i+18}, 
(i, i+4, i+8, i+ 17), {i, i + 3, i + 7, i + IO), {i, i+9, i+ll, i+20}, 
(i,i+$i+lO,i+18), {i, i + 3, i + 9, i + 12}, {i, i+2, i-t-8, i+lOj, 
(i, i +6, i -t 12, i + 19) (i,i+3,i+ll,i+14), (i i+4,i+6,i+l.O). 
(i, i+ 1, i+3, i+4), {i, i + 5, i + 7, i t 12), {i, i+8, i+ 12, i-t-20), 
(i, i+-1, i+S, i+6}, {i, i+5, i+Y, i+14), {i, i + 10, i + 12, i +22), 
{i,i+l,i+7,it8) mod 26. 
The length of an xbit of ~~adr~pl~s determined by any of the base quadruple,+ 
it; 26. 
er c3xa It?> L>!f cyclic $34 ’ can btz fixmd ill [M]. 
We presen; here a!\ example of a cyclic S(X(5.1); until recently v = 50 was the 
,11, k = 1,2,. . . ,12-j 
4, i+22, i t26), 
{i, i-r-8, i+l$, i+:!6}; (& i+8,i+22, i+30}, {i, i ..- 10, i+22, i+32}, 
{~i+12,i-t2O,i+32);. (;i,5*14,i+24,if3$}, {i,i+l6,i+2O,i+36}, 
{i,i+M,~t22,i t33), @+16,i+24,i+40}, (i,i-2C1&24,i+44}, 
mod 50. 
Very recetitlty, prqqess on the existenti, problem of cyclic SQS was made by 
Kliihler [29, 30$ IA II s: 2 or 10 (mod 24). Define a graph H(a) as follows: the 
vertex set of H(1)) is 
V={~x,y,r}:x,y,zE{1,2 ,..., u-2)\{~y},x~y~t,x+y+~f:u) 
and twu vertices {x, y, z}, {x’, y’, z’) are joined by an edge in H(u) whefiever 
x’=x, y’=:x+y, Z’” il-(2x+y)* 
The ‘upper degree 0% H(o) is 3. Moreover, H(v) has no isolated vertices unless 
II= 0 (rtlod 7), and H(T)) has no vertices of degree 1 unless t‘ = 0 (mod 5) or o = 0 
[mod 7). 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a cyclic 
Sc)S and also forms a basis for further, more involved, suRcient cp-nditions. 
Theorein 5.1 [30]. If H( ) u contains a I-factor then thm mkts Q cyclic SQS(o). 
Ler: us describe another of the sufficient conditions obtained by Uhler. 
Let $1 be a prime of the fxm p = lZOk+53 or p=l2Qk+77. Let F be the 
Galois field GF (p), and for a E F’= F\{O,l,$(p-1),p-2,p-l}, define a’= 
t al,& a2449 Q:3, a$ } where aI = a, ce2= a’*, a3= -ct/(a + 1), a$ -ai - 1, i = 
I, 2,3. Thus, for a, /3 G F’, either iu’ = $ or 6 f’? fi = $I, Define a graph B(p) as 
follows: the vertex set of B(p) is the set V = (6: a E .F’}, and two vertices 6: 6 are 
,toined by an edge in B(p) if thete exists a E ii and @E 6 with cy = #3 t 1 or 
tx = P - 1 I With these notations, the following suficient condition was obtained 
[29, 301. 
Theorem 5.2. If the graph B(p) is bridgeless therr there exists Q cyclic SQS(Zp>. 
These necessary conditions enabled Mtihler to construct cyctic SQS of the 
following orders: 26, 34, SO, 58, 74, 32, 106, 178, 202, 226, 27 , 298, $Q’j, 394, 
466, 586, 634. 
‘Re first order tl for which thL: existence of a cyclic S S(u) 1s in doubt, is 
U ZZ x?.. 
With respect to cyclic SQS, 
classes: 
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the admissit jle orders can be p rtitioned into four 
(A) 0=2or 10 (mod24) 
(81 u a4 or 20 (mod 24) 
14 or 22 (mod 24) 
8 or 16 (mod 24). 
In a cyclic SQS whose order is of class B, there must be an orbit of quadruples of 
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o. In a cyclic SQS(oj whose order is of class C there must be at least one 
quadruples of length iu, and in a cyclic SQS(u) whose order is of class D, 
re must be an orbit of quadruples of length $I and at least one orbit of length 
Observe that no cyclic SQS with order of class C or D is known, and there is 
only one example of a cyclic SQS of order belonging to class B, namely the cyclic 
SQS(20) (and thus, there is only a single known “counterexample” to the false 
necessary condition of 1161). 
If (s B) is a cyclic SQS(v) and C = (0, I,. . . , u - 1) its cyclic autcmorphism, 
one can associate with every quadruple {x, y, z, u}, where x < p < z < u, the 
(cyclically ordered) quadruple of differences (a, b, c, d) with a = y - X, b F z - y, 
c = u - z, d = x - w (mod u). The quadruple (a, b, c, d) is called the difference 
quadruple or briefly &quadruple of the quadruple {x, y, z, ~1). Obviously, 
yu:!druples from the same orbit under C have the same d-quadruple. 
by d-quadnrple (a, b, c, d) is called symmetric if either 
I$) Q = c (or b = d), or 
(ii) Q = I and c = d (or b = c and d = a). 
/I cyclic EQS all of whose d-quadruples are symmetric is called S-cyclic. 
known cyclic SQS are S-cyclic. Moreover, the 
unique [26] S-cyclic SQS(20). 
only known cyclic: SQS(20) is 
AI1 
the 
5.2. Tkunsifiue Steiner quadnrplc system: 
Cyclic SQS of the previous paragraph are, of colirse, examples of transitive 
SQS, i.e. SQS whose automorphism group acts transirively on the elements. (SQS 
witn this; property have sometimes bP3r called homogeneous or point- 
homogeneous by analogy with some algebraic systems. However, we do not use 
two 
this terra to avoid confusion with these SQS all of whose derived ST’S are 
isomorp’nic, cf. Section 10 belobw .) 
Another class of such SQS is The class m~zntioncd bUIy in the introduction and 
known already to Kirkman [2b]. Onr: tahes for the elements of SQS(2”) the 2” 
points of the affinc geometry AG(n, 2) of dimension n over GF(2). Any three 
points in AG(n, 2) determine a plane of AG(n, 2) and this plane contains just one 
more point of AG(n, 2). Any three points in such a quadruple of points uniquell,r 
determrne the :ourth, an therefore Ming planes AG(ra, 2) for quadruple! 
qives an SOS(2”). It is weI\-knov. II tb:\l .;le automor ism group of th’s SQS(2”) 
1s trip/l/ transitive 
C~NZ thin&, that &I~“$& i&h3h~~~bc$6~@qyty~ hiipk@x o + 1 where o = 3R 
mzFp, 6k 7 (mod .$I) a@d b@$i~‘~~$$ile t t l&e “‘twi, &ups, &scribcd abovt ; or 
is the uqipur: SQS(8&W:,i$ the 5Q~(32&;di;bich :k t e design of points and planes of 
A5(:9, *“?I; 1 ‘Thus‘- foi l@!k~y~ &mmC 3 5 there is at most one SQS(o) with a 
Bag-transiiive aatornorphisrn group whose non-identity elements fk at most two 
pcints, except for v 7 32 as _tbe two SQS(32) constructed above are nonisomor- 
phic. I[:. a&~ i ‘+@nvs that there are OnI9 twei- SO8 with sbaq$y flag-transitive 
au~orn~rph~&n grqupi nltthely the SQS &en by j+design of- poigts and planes of 
AG(3;:1) J&L AiIS(s ,;:2); rqeetively. \ & another: coro&r Jr one obtains that the c * 
o& SQ$ ti~@~~t&gpky tripljr transitive -automorphism g&p are the SQS(3“ + 1) 
constra&d _above Ir 
Greidentahy, it has- bjeen conjectured that there are no other SQS with triply 
transitive automorphism group than the ones described above. 
In genepal, how,ever, it has nut been+ proved even that there is at least one 
transitive SQS(tt) for every o. The smallest order o for which the existence of a 
&u&-ive SQS(t1) has not yet been shown appears to be o = 2 
5.3. Automo@dm-free Ste@er qw@ruple systms <’ 
An sQS(v) is C~H tomorphism- jke ’ ‘(briefly’ AF) if it admits no non trivial au- 
tomqAism. If SQS(v) is an AF then v 3 7 6 since there is no AF SQS( u) 
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-w&b a s ‘14. An AF SQS(16) was constructed in [22]; in fact, Gibbons, Mathon 
and Comeil obtainw several AF SQS(16) on the computer, and several -- 
presuwrably others-cm be obtained by methAs similar to those used by the 
a~@kw~ and described in Section 3 above. We give here one example of an AF 
?8wM) &e [2OD: 
E&pb 9.3. An SQS( 16): 
(0, x,2,31 (0, b4JI 
(0, L9,M (0, 1, 10, 11) 
(ot 2,6,7) @,2,8,11) 
W,2,13,W (0,3,4,6) 
@,3,& 101 IO, 3,129 15) 
(0,4,9,13) IO, 4,10,14} 
IO,% 8,131 IO, 5,9,12) 
{0,6, LO, 12) {0,&l 1913) 
{o, 7,10,13} {0,7,11,15) 
{L2,5,7) {L2,6,8) 
{k2,13,14) &3,4,5) 
&3,9,10) {1,3,12,14) 
{1,4,8,13} 11,4,9,12) 
U, 5,9,13} {1,5,10,14) 
{1,6,10,13) {1,6,11,12} 
{1,7,11,13} {1,7,14,15} 
{2,3,5,6) {2,3,8,9) 
{2,3,14,15) {2,4,6,12) 
{2,4,11,13} {2,5,8,15) 
12,5,li,12) {2,6,9,13) 
(2,7,8,13) C&7,9, 12) 
{2,&l@ 12) {3,4,8,12} 
{3,4,ll,lSj {3,5,7,13) 
{3,5,10, 12) {3,6,8, 13) 
{3,6,lL 14) {3,7,8,15) 
t3,9,11,13) {4,5,6,9) 
(4,5,12,13) (4, s, 14,15) 
(4,6,13,14) {4,? 9,lO) 
(4,8,9,11) (4, 10,12,15} 
{5,6,12,14) (5,6,1X 15) 
{5,8,9,10) (5, 11,13, 14) 
(6,7,12,13) (6,8,12,15) 
(7,9,13 14) {L,9,12,13} 
{8,ll,f2,14) {8,11,13,15) 
(0, 1,5,6) 
IO, 1, Gl3) 
{0,2,% 10) 
{0,3,5,111 
{0,3,13,14) 
1% 4,11,12) 
1% 5,10,15) 
@, 6,149 15) 
IO, 93% 14) 
{1,2,9,11) 
{1,3,6,7) 
{1,3,13,15) 
{1,4,11,14) 
{1,5,11,15) 
&7,8,9) 
{1,8,10,15) 
{2,3,10,11) 
{2,4,8,14) 
{2,5,9,14} 
{2,6 10, 14) 
1297, 1% 15) 
{3,4,9,14) 
{3,5,8, 14) 
{3,6,9, 12) 
{3,T10,14) 
{4,5,7,8) 
(4,6,7,111 
(4,7,12,14) 
{5,6,7, 19) 
{5,7,9,Bl) 
Oi7,8,14) 
6 9, lo, 111 
{8,9,14,15) 
{9,10,12, i4} 
{O,l, 8,141 
{o, 2,4,5) 
1% 2,lZ 14) 
1% 3,T 9) 
I&4,& 15) 
{0,5,TW 
IO,& 8391 
(0, T&l21 
{1,2,4,W 
{1,2,12,15) 
{1,3,8,11) 
{1,4,6,15) 
{1,5,&w 
{1,6,9,14) 
U,7,10,12) 
{2,3,4,7) 
1293,129 13) 
f2,4,9,15) 
{2,5, 10,13) 
i2,6,11,15} 
,[2,7, 11, 14) 
-[3,4, PO, 13) 
{3,-c, 9915) 
13, 6910, 15) 
{3,7,11,12) 
(4,5, ldJl1) 
{4,6,8,W 
{4,7,13,15} 
{5,6,8,11) 
(5, ‘7, 12, 15} 
if,, 7,9, 15) 
(7,8,W 111 
{~,lO,l3,14} 
(9, iO,13, 15) 
C9,11,12.15} {IO, 11, 12, 13) (Ifi. 1%. 14, 15) {12,13, 14, 7 5} 
Let (C!, C) be $any SQS(2u) irr Z*., T%en (Q, C) is automorpkrism-free; this can 
be seen ,as fo&ws. Since C8& has no S,gb-l&tori&on of index 2, (X9 A) and 
(Y, B) are the only subsystems of order t) of (Q, G). Therefore, any automorph- 
ism of (Q, C) must map (X, A) onto (X, A) and (Y, B) onto (Y, B) (as F and G 
are nonisotiox@hk I-factorizations). Since F is, in addition, automorphism-free 
every automor@h&k G of (Q, C) must fix every element of X. This implies, due to 
the way Co&ruction A* was defined, that every l-factor of G must be fixed 
under U. Thus G must possess a nontrivial automorphism fixing each of its 
l-factors. But G = GK,, and it has been shown [2, 43) that GK, has no such 
automorphism. Therefore any automorphism Q of (0, C) is the identity. 
Clearly any two SQS(229 in Z* are nonisomorphic. Therefore, if one denotes 
IH*(X)l = A*(u:l ( = the number of nonisomorphic automorphism-free l- 
factorizations ti,f F;;) and, as before, IN(X)1 = N(u), one obtains 
M(2v) a A”(t,)[N(u)12. 
But it has been shown in 141 J that lim,,, A*(Zn) = m, therefore lim,,, M(U) = QD 
provided u 5554 or 8 (mod 12). 
Qn the other hand, for orders o = 2 or 10 (mod 12) it has not been shown even 
that M(U) B 1 The smallest order for which the existence of an AF SQS(u) is still 
cpen, is v = 22. 
5.4 ciroups 9f UP, tmt ~?@tiSY?tS of Steiner quadruple syste?m 
Very recently, e IC fbllowing +estion LEE been answered positively by Mendel- 
sohn [52]: Given ~1 abstract finite grot.p GY does there exist a finite SQS whose 
e proof uses ideas 
ratiWIs and I-esu1Ss. 
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readily observed that SQS have the so-called replacement property (roughly 
speaking, subsystems can be “unplugged” and “plugged in”; cf. Section 8 below). 
Also, there exists an SQS(l6) which is automorphism-free and has no sub- 
SQS(8); such a system was discovered ‘1~ Gibbons and independently by Phelps; it 
is by no means unique (cf. example in Section 5.3). Another useful well-known 
fact is that every finite group is the automorphism group of a finite &graph 
without loops, isolated vertices or 2-cycles [5 I]. If one takes a digraph D having G 
as its automorphism group, and inserts two new vertices on every directed edge, 
the resulting direc&d 4-system will obviously also have G as its automorphism 
oup. 
Take now a directed 4-system on a set X having G as itr automorphism group, 
and take the free algebra in the variety A0 (cf. Section 4) of Boolecrn groups on 
1x1 generators. Replace then :he 4-generated free algebras (which are of size: 
24 = 16) by the above-mentioned automorphism-free SQV16) forcing at the s: me 
time generators to map t:, generators, and the resulting algebra in A (0;) 
equivalently, an SQS) will have the same automorphism group G as the directed 
Q-system one has started with. 
Using this result and techniques of [5 l] one can show that (i) given any finite 
sequence of finite groups Go, G1, . . . , G, there exists a finite SQS (S,, B,) with 
subsystems (SA, If,) s (S,,_ 1Y B,_,) s l l s E (S,, B,) such that the automorphism 
group of (Si, Bi) is isomorphic to Gi, and (ii) if GO, G, are zlay given fisite groups 
then there is a pair of finite SQS (S,, B,), (S,, B,) and an onto homomorphism 
8 : SO-* S1 such that (Si, Bi) is isomorphic to Gi for i = 0,l. 
On the other hand, it remains an open question whether any finite SQS can be 
embedded in a finite SQS with given automorphism group although the corres- 
ponding problem for STS can be answered in the affirmative. 
6. Dbjoiat Steiner quadrnple systems 
TWO SQS (Q, B,) and (Q, B,) are disjoin? if B, n B, = 0, i.e. if they have no 
quadruple in common. 
Denote by d(u) the maximum number of pairwise disjoint SQS (PDQ’s) of 
order u (OK the same set 0). Since there are (i) 4-subsets of Q, and any SQS(U) 
contains exactly its) quad :uples, it follob s that d( II) s I_I - 3 for every II 3 4. A 
collection of u -3 PDQ’s >f order u is called a large set of PDQ’s of order U. 
If D(o) deaotes the maximum number of pairwise disjoint STS(u) then one’ has 
obviously d(u)<D(u- 2 I* if ((Q, B,): i ,- 1,2,. . . , d(u)) is any set of disjoin1 
SW(u) then for any XE G, the set {(Q,, R(x): i = 1.2,. . . , d(u)} is a set of <d(~) 
pairwise disjoint STS(v -- 1). 
Very little is known i?mut d(u). In fact, the exact valw of d(u) is knowr only 
for three values of 0: d(4)= 1, Q(8) = 2, and d( 10) = 5. While d(4) = 1 is tmkl, 
c!(8) = 2 fallows fro 13 str~nctuhe oF .he unique SQS(8): any 
’ ? q$& : j ‘I. $‘?$ X;i+Wi, A. Rosa ’ 
I _  
I’ _ 
I 
pq-k of ~~~~~~~~~~(~j beter!miaes%- pati of&$&t SQS(8). Ht follows that the1 e is 
up <to an &o@#$i&n ohIy c&e ,pzGr aL” d&$&t N@(S). The fact that dil0) = 5 is 
fa! fron+&i~$.&nd w&s estabtishti ‘in [32] where it was also shown that any two 
sets’ of @$@&~$se disj.oint SCE(lQ). axe isomorphic. 
bk~lt’h~~$~~ti~~ to be katowk~ abr ut d(u) for “u 3 14, The first general result in 
this dCiree$oti--&ems to ,be the -inequ&ity &,2u) 2 1 + d(v) (see [47]). An immediate 
consequence ~fdd is that there is a pair &disjoint SQS(v) whenever u ;= 4 or 8 
(mod 12) 2t P 4. Recently, the ahove inequality has been improved to d(2v) 3 v 
whish appears to be the best .geneaal result -toda& [4U], Somewhat surprisingly, 
the pr&ipai ingredient used to show that d(2vJ 3 v is a Win square of order v 
eontiainir;.& no subsqua?es of order 2..l?ortunately, such squares exist for every v 
except 2 and 4;: this follows from the combined work of McLeish (who settled the 
existence problem for such squares for all1 Q except 8, 15: and 32) (see [SO]), 
Kegener (U = f3, unpublished), and Kotzig and T’urgeon (v = 16 and 32, see [31]). 
The coa&uction used to establish d(b) a 21 is as follows: Let (Q, B) be an 
SQS( tl) with QI = { 1,2, . . . , v) and let V be .a‘ Win square of order v with no 
subsquare of order 2. Denote by ati the permutation on Q = { 1,2, . . . , v} defined 
by =&ai =y if anId only if cell (x, i) of V is occupied ,by y. Ser S = Q x { 1,2) and fur 
each i = 31,2, . . . , v define a collection of quadruples Bi on S as follows 
(1) F+w each quadruple {x, y, z, w} E B.. the following 8 quadruples belong to B: 
((xl Ii, (y, 11, (z, 11, (WG 2% i(x, 3, (K 3, (ZA (wG’, 1% 
{(% I)9 (Y9 I)9 (WY 2J, (w, l))9 {(X, 2), (y, 2), (N-l, l), (W 2)) 
1(x, 0, (Y% 3, (2, 0, tw, l>>t ~W),oQ, I), it, 21, !%X 
W, 3, fy, 11, (2, 0, h 1)) i(W', My, Wz, 3, b, 2% 
(2) For each Z-subset {x. y} of Q, {(x, l), (y, 1), (Xai, 2;. (YcUiy 2)}~ 133. 
The proof that each (S, Bi) is an SQS and that (S, B,), (S, B2), . . . J (S, B,) are 
pairwise disjoint can be found in [4U]. Hence d(2v)a v whenevar v = 2 or 4 
(mod 6). 
Obviously, a great deal olt‘ wori; remains in determining d(v) for all v = 2 or 4 
(mod 611. One is tempted to conjecture! by analogy with STS, that starting from 
some IJ~, d(v) = v - 3 for ~11 v3 vc. However, there is not much at the present to 
I.WX such a conjecture on, since, as the above remarks indicate, no ore as yet has 
constructed even a single large set of PDQ’s of any order u > 4. Moreover, the 
only known result in this direction is negative: it was shown in [33] that there is 
no &et cf I1 clisjoint SQS(l4) with an automorphism of order 11 (as opposed to a 
:,et of 11 disjoint STS(l3) with an automorphism of order 111 which does exist). 
Q!> the other hand, one could argue that there are only two values of v, namely 
ZJ = 8 ano I? = 10 for which it is known that d(v) f; v - 3. To &e present authors it 
se en? s of PDQ‘s to exi A c5nstruction 0 
e c ~~~~s~~ &2 
ass of Earge Lets I9P ;38 
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If (Q, B) is a quadl*uple system and x is any element in Q, we w-ill denote 
Q \ 1x1 by Q, and the set of all triples {a, b, c} such that {x, a, b, C) E B by B(X). I? 
is a *(Wine matter to see that (Q,, B(x)) is a triple system called a deeued triple 
system (DTSj of the quadrup’ .Q, system (Q, B). A very interesting problem is 
whether or not b2very triple system is a DTS of some quadruple systeln, This 
problem is far f~0n-1 solved. Since there is (to within isomorphism) only one 
Steiner triple system of order 1, 3, 7 or 9 every STS of one of these orders is a 
DTS- There are two STS of order 13 and Mendelsohn and Hung have shown that 
both of these are OTS’s [54]. The first unsettled case is for the 80 triple systems of 
order 15 (see [?3]). The best result to c?ate is that at least 38 of the 80 STS of 
order 15 are D’I’S’ s; this is due to Phelps f57, 581. He shclwed that any 
STS(2u + 1) with a derived subsystem of order o or a derived semi-head of order 2, 
is itself &g&L (4 semi-head of a Steiner triple system (S, T) of order 2~ + I is a 
partial s&s?: tern (V, K) of order u which cu;;not be completed to a triple system 
by the addition of triples belonging to T but can be completed to a triple system 
by the addition of a single triple. A derived semihead is a semihead whose 
completion is deriued.1 Since 23 of the 80 STS(15) have a subsystem of order 7, 
15 have a semi-head of order 7, and every lriple system of order 7 is derived, 
Phel+ results show that each of these 38 STS(l5) are DTS’s. The PI-OO~ of 
Phelp’~r theorem tha an STS(2u + 1) with a derived subsystem of order v is itself 
derivetl, though elementary, is elegant enough to deserve a proof. 
Theorun 7.1 [57]. A Steiner triplf! system of order 2v + 1 with a deriveA triple 
system of order IJ is itserf derived. 
mOf* Let (4 T) be a 1 STWU + I) with a derived subsystem (V, K) of or&!.- V. 
The11 exlery triple in 7 either lies comple My in V or contains exactly one e’kment 
of V. This induces a l-factorization A * = [Al, AZ, . . . , A,} of S \ V =I A as 
follows; [x, y]E Ai if and only if i E V and {i, x, y)~ T. Choose pa S a.nd let 
(V*= VU{& K”) be an SOS such that (V, K) = (VF, K*(p)). Let (S\ V, Q) be 
any SQS and B* z {B,, B2, . . . p B,} any l-factorization of V*, where B, denotes 
the I-factor containing [i, p], for each i E V. Take TV to be the identity mapr ing on 
11 2 
(6, 
u} and form the SQS given by rhe direct product Cd! u V* j 
k-‘,‘i*, B*, Q ) as in Construction A*. It is immediate that (S, T‘b is a DTS 0’ 
this SQS. 
The proof that a n STS(2v + I) with a derived semi-head of ordx u is itseli’ 
derived runs along the same lines as the Jbove argument, but is vastly more 
technical. 
Phelps’ results Can be extended by means of the foliowing; genera’ized sir?gulur 
y STS. For each u t let (0, Q,) be an 
b’ Let iI 3 f,7 ’ * * 7 o, bb the tHi 
Astraightf~~ird cheek sliows that (S, Y) is a §teiner triple system (see [33], 
fm ekmple). This STS is denoted by (V, ‘p*) XQ(Q(v), P, (F9 Qpr)j~. It was show I in 
.[39] t&t 8 (v, T) is derived, (e TJ is derived, and (Q, Q) = (P, P) x I”(?“, {l}, 
@$ @I), than any singular direct product (V, T) x Q(Q, P, (ii, (8ti)) is derived, 
where (V, ‘I) is the trifilc system on T = { 1,2,3} and (T, @) is any totally 
symmetric quasigroup on -?I = {2,3}. Quite recently ~Iendelsohn [53] has used 
Pheips’ Theorem to obtain the following generalization: If (V, T) is derived, 
(Pt‘f) is &:~ivzd, and for each pl’~ W, (0, Q,) is an STS of or&z 2 \p/ + 1 
containing #the subsystem (P, P), then any siagular direct product (V, 1’) x 
QKW,E (&80, is also derived, unfortunately, Mendelsohn’s result [53] d jes 
not add any STS to Phelps? list of 38 IXIW df order ?t S since any STS(15) which 
is a nontrivial singular direct pfoduct contains at least one subsystem of order 7. 
The problem of whether or not every STS is derived (and in particular, whether 
or not every STS(IS) is derived) remains very much open. 
8. Subsy8temsJ partid systems and Gant&s theorem 
‘An SQS (X, B) is a su&SQS (or a s&system) of an SQS ( Y; C) if S G Y and 
B G C If (X, B) is e! subsystem of ( Y, C) it is also said that (X7 B) is ermbekied 
into (Y, C), and that ( Y9 C) contains (X, B). If [X, 8) is a proper subsystem of 
(Y, C) then 1 Yf 3 2 1x1: if y E Y\X then the triples of the form {x, x’, y] with 
x, X’E X must be contained in a quadruple of C\ B of the form {x, x’, y, y’}. 
Keeping now x and y fixed and letting x’ run over the set X\(x) shows that y’ has 
.!o run over a set of 1X1.- 3 elements as well, thus 1 Y \ Xl 3 X. Of course, 
Construction A shows how to obtain a realization of this “smallest” proper 
embedding. 
On the other hand, it has been conjectured that an ScfS(v) can be embedded 
into m SQS(u) for every admissible u 3 2~. Although this seems reasonabte (an 
analc~go;;s conjecture for STS has been shc?wn to be true [IS]), this remains far 
from proved. Using again Construction A* and the results af 1411 on the existence 
of 1 -l:actorizations of KzbI with sub+factorizations of given index, one can show 
ytaite easily: Hf there ex%ts m SQS(v) with a sub-SQS(ti) then there exists ara. 
ScW2U) with a sub-S4I.j (2~). As if ~~‘~~se~~~~~~~~ fear cver’y 2) = 4 Or 8 fmcd 12) 
the: 3 exisL art SQS(v) with a sub-SQS$ . Ako. as a c\~fis~quelac~ of cmstauction 
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(1) in Section 2, one obtains that an SQS(V) can always be embedded into an 
SQS(ku - k + 1) for every k = 1 or 3 (mod 6), and, in particular, into an SQS(3u - 
2). However, some new embedding theorems are clearly needed for the proof cf 
the above conjecture. 
A pa&&r ~wcrdnrp~~ system is a pair (P, Q) where P is a finite set and Q is a 
collection of 4-subsets of P (called quadruples) such that every 3-subset of P is 
contained in at most one quadruple of Q. Whereas there is a cardinality 
restriction that an SQS have order ~2 or 4 (mod 6) there is obvicusly no such 
restriction on the size of partial quadruple svstems. The following is an example of 
a partial quadruple system of order 8: 
P = {L&3,4,% 6,7,8), and Q={{1,2,3,4},{1,5.6,7)). 
An immediate observation shows that the partial quadruple system (P, Q) given 
above CUWO~ be completed to an SQS on these same elements. That is, it is 
impossible to add 12 quadruples to the two quadruples in Q SO that P equipped 
with the resulting 14 quadruples is an SQS(8). The reason for this is that if (P, Q*) 
were a completion of (P, Q) then the derived triple system (PY Q*(l)) of order 7 
would contain the disjoint triples {2,3,4} and {5,6,7} which cannot happen since 
in an STS(7) every pair of triples intersect. 
A natural question to ask at his point is whether or not we can complete (P, Q) 
if we are allowed to introduce addirional symbols: Can (P, Q) be embedded in a 
finite SQS? An important theorem due to Ganter [17] shows that it is always 
possible to embed a finite partial quadruple system in a finite SQS. For the proof 
of Ganter’s theorem the following three observations are of extreme importance. 
First, if (S, I’) is an SQS containing the subsystem (P, Q1), and (P, Q2) is any 
SQS then (S, (T\ Q1) U Q2) is an SQS. 
The transition from (S, 7’) to (S, (T\ Q,) 1J QZ) is sometimes referred to as 
“unplugging” the subsystem (P, QJ and “Flugging in” (P, Qz). 
As a consequence, if (PI, Q1), (I$, Q2), . . . , (P,, QJ are subsystems of (S, l’) 
with iPine@ and (PI, QT), (P;, Qf), . . . , (P,? a;“) are any SOS then 
(S, (T\ (U~-I (3)) U Uf= 1 Q?> is an SQS; this is sometime> referred to as the 
replacement property. 
Secondly, a partial l-factorization of the set X is a set F* = (FT, Ff, . . . , Ff} 
where each fl i5 a collection of pairv;ise disjoint 2-sukets I.?f X such that 
Fr n FT = @ The partial l-factorization F* of X is said to be embedded in the 
l-factorization F of Y if and only if XC_ Y _.nJ each partial l-factor of F* is 
contained in a l-factor of F such that the I-factors containhg F” and FT arc 
different wileneker i # j. In [413 it is shown that if F* is a partial I -factoriz? tion of 
X where 1x1 is even then the partial 1-fat:torization F” of X can be embedded in 
a l-factorization F of Y for every Y such ihat !Y\ is even and 32 IYl 
Thirdly, if (X, A) is any !SQS and in, h, c, d) is any block ill A thtx 
(X\ id}, A \ (n, b, c, dj) can be embed “,laM 
(a, 6, c, *\.x.To set: that this :s always possible is quite easy. 
G* =‘{(la*, b*], [c*> d*& ([a.*, c*], [b’, ii’j}, ([tr*, d”], [b*, c*s)) 
into 1-factorizations F of X and G of ‘Y, respectively. (We can assume /Xl= 1 Y[ 2 
8,) If CI[ is any pairing of the l-factors of P’ and G then the quadruple system 
[X U Y] (A, B, r;l G, a) contains a subsystem (P, C2) where P = {a, b, c, d, a*, b”, c”, , 
d*} at?d Q and ,4 have exactly the hIlock: {a bP c, d} in common. If we unplug 
(P, 6) arzd replace it with the SQS obtained from (P, Q) by interchanging d and 
d* in the quadruples of Q then the only quadruple in A that is affected is {a, b, c, 
d} and it is rephtced with {a, b, c, d*}. 
1’heorem 3.1 (Chanter [17]). A finite partial quadruple system can be embedded in 
u finite SQS. 
Proof. Let (P, Q) be a partial quadruple system. The 1 broof is by induction on IPI, 
the order of the partial quadruple system. If IPI = 0 there is nothing to prove. So, 
let IPf> 1 and let d be any element in P. Let Q(d) be the set of all quadruples in 
8 containing d and let {a,, bI, cl, d}, {a2, b2, c2, d}, . . . , {ak, bk, ck, d} be a distinct 
!ist..g of ti*e quadruples in Q(d). By the indc :tion hypothesis (P \ (d}, Q \ Q(d)) * 
can be embed&d ir a finite quadruple sysktn ($, T). Repeated use of the 
embedding theorem given preceding the statement of the theorem, beginning with 
(S, 7’), eventually gives an SQS(X, Ai cortaining (P\{d), Q(d)) and such that if 
{ai, bi, Ci, dj G Q(dj there is a quadruple :;i = {qy bi, ci, di} E A with di & P and di # dj 
whenever i# j. It is important o note that ISi f? SjI 6 1. Let (Y, B) be any SQS such 
that XnY=$!l and IXl=iYl. W e can assume IYl is large enough so that B 
contains k quadruples sr, st, ,* which pairwise intersect in the element d . . ..3k
(since d&P’\ {d} we czln assume d E Y). Let Si = {Fli, Fzi, F3*} be any l- 
L?actorizrtion of Si and ST = {Gli, Gzi, GJi) any l-factorization of s?. Since ISi n 
sj/C 1 and 1s: n sTI =: 1, S = {S,, $,. . . , Sk] and ST = {St, S:, . . . , SE} are partial 
1-factorizations of X ;lnd Y. Embed (X, A) and [ Y, B) in quadruple systems 
(X*, A”‘) and (Y*, B*) where X* (7 Y*=P, and IX*1 =: IY*l = 2 1x1 (by Construc- 
tion A’“) and embed S and S* into 1-factorizations k’ and G on X* and1 Y*. If O! 
1~ iiny pairing; of tht; l-factors of F and G then the quadruple system [X* U Y*] 
iA”, B*, F, CC d contains subsystems (sl l.1 ST, 91), (s:! u ST, q% . . . T (sk u s:, qk) 
SUC:h thb41 t.-: d SF> Q (Sj U .$=)I s 2. Furthermore, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, d E si u 
S? and (Qi, hi Ci, 4) E tJi. Hence if we unplug each (Si U ST, 9) and replew it with 
the quadrnpla system obtained by interchanging di and d in the qolac! ti$es of t?i 
we obtai 3 an .?OS (S, (d). Since C:\Q( d) 2 
V’,{*Tj, 9: , * . , s/J i-31, E%te cEMinpk? % i 
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transformation from [X” i_J Y*] (A*, B”, F, G, cy) to (S, T) are the quadruples 
$1, 32, . . . , Sk it follows that the partial quadruple system (P, 3) is embedded in 
(S, 0. This completes the proof. 
Cjanter’s proof (not quite the same as the one given here) that a partial 
quadruple system can be finitely embedded emulates the technique of proof used 
eatiier by I’reash [70] to prove that a finite partial triple system can be finitely 
embedded. However, the virtue in proving Ganter’s the0rc.m first is that Treash’s 
theorem is a trivial corollary 
Theorem X2 (Treash [XI]). A finite partial triple system can be embedded in a 
fitlife STS. 
The proof is obtained by noting that if (P, Q) is a partial triple system and .-c is 
any element not in P then (PU {x}, xQ) is a partial quadruple system, where 
xQ = ({a, b, c, x}: {a, b, C)E Q. Embedding (PU{x}, xQ) in any SQS (S, 7) embeds 
(P, Q) in the derived triple system (SX, T(x)). 
The use of Ganter’s theorem to prove Treash’s theorem gives a tremendously 
large containing triple, system. The original proof given by Treash TV hardly any 
better. (It shows that ‘;c partial triple system of order n can be embedded in some 
STS of order less than 22n. As with Gamer’s proof, Treash’s proof uses inductjon 
and so the exact size of the containing STS is not clear.) Subsequently, it was 
shown in [37] that a partial triple: system of order n can be embedded in an 
STS(6n + 3). The proof is simple ard does not use induction. This is probabl;, still 
not the best possible bound but a vast improvement over the previous bound. 
The above comments are intended to indicate that there are stiil two very 
worthwhile problems remaining concerning tkle embedding of partial quadruple 
systems. They are: (i) a “small” embedding, and (ii) a simple embedding which 
does not USC induction. Obviously, these problems are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. 
9. Intersection preserving embedding theorems 
With Ganter’s theorem on :he finite embedciability of partial quadruple systems 
in hand, the following more exotic question can be asked: Given a collection 4 
partial quadruple systems (P, P,), {P, P2), . . . , (P, Pkj, is it possible to embed these 
partial quadruple systems imd finite quadruple systems (S, T,), (.S, T,), . . . , (S, 57’~ 
such that TJU”= PinPi for all t+ j? 
Such a cohection is called an irztervecfion preservirtg set of SC.% for the partial 
quadruple systems (P, PI), (P? F$, . . . , (P ). Recently, the g~lthnrc: have S!XPW~ 
that such an embedding ’ always possible. The proof involves the use of separating 
2 concept c.: a wparati~~g xt ~4 qua:,igrimljs eras nrst 
&g @@of&n: :For -every 
ok latin &e n of **dei ‘2’ and 
,_$ :/. -. :: f 
T$“iD@j ‘921 [44;7]. - jhy fj;Pit~‘;‘e&&&fi ’ ;Sf finite p&al qua&@ $ys&ms can “’ .L . 
; : 
, al wdj$ _ ‘be” e'ipbedd@ ?irz ati., ititer&3@vr .pqa3+i~ set‘of I finite Steiner quadruple 
sy stems, . i 1 . . 1 ._ ,I 
\ 
L 
’ 
. >\ 
,, M&$+&e &e;i: ,.a n -autli~,.oE-h;e’~~~B;i; &$@s:&p be f&&d. ,in [47& Let (P, I$), 
'@, #??)&,..< . , h ... (P, ,Pk) be .amy m&%t&i * iif ‘:~~~.~~i.~~qua.a~*~~le systems. By Ganter’s 
t$eorek,. -and x@.& suitabIe&r&t $$&&$$ $+&+sitial quadrupie sys ‘ems can 
1 
b&&ed@d :ii$St&&q~~~~~~~ sys$iii&:+$~;~~i), (3; :V’i, . . . , (V, Vk). Unfortu- 
nat&-iiiisjk+3ss- oE ii$&iiii~~~&~i It& :x&essarily preserve intersection, i.e it 
&& h$ppen @rat ,&n_Pj~ Y$I$w@er& inclusion is praper. This can be rectified by 
the us;e. of’- a::separating ‘set of~~8*qu&igrou~s ‘as fol!ow~. Let (Q9 ( , , )ij) bt: a 
sepaiating set of 3-quasigroups, of order q,and strength S k where q > k and Q is the 
order-&a.& of k disjoint SQS(see-&&ion 6). Let (Q, QI), (C& Q& . . . , (Q, Qk) 
be Ic disjoint &S,of order 9% F.t{F F ,.l, 2, . . . , Fq_l} any l-factorization of Q, and 
q, ‘Y29 l l l 9 q#_~ any q - 1 permutation!i; on cl,&. . . , q- l> which do not agree 
anyiirhare.’ Now form, ehe- general&& direct j- products (Q X V, TI), ( Q,x 
V,:.&); -:“. . ? (Q x& TJ-;a& ~.&$&: . . . _ 
(1) ,((a; ti), (b, w), (c, w), (d; W)}E q for evee {i‘b, c, d}~ Q and w E V. 
(2,) For e&y pair .of distitici. elements 4 WE V, let cly,, = cyi and place 
{Ix, u), (y, u), (z, w); (t, w)} in q where [;m, Y]E Fc, [z, t]e Fd, and cai = d. 
(3) {(a, x), (b, y), fc, z), ((ct, b, C)i, HP)}? q’ where (x, y, t, W)E &, xdy c z < w’, 
and (a, b, C)i = 5 (6 b, C)li if {X, y, 2; W} e“Pi, atid ‘(x2, b;C), = (Cz, h C), if {Xv y, 2, W} G 
Ti \ Pp 
ff W identify each Q in P with (1, p) in Q x V, it cirn ba shown that (P!, I$), is 
embadoed in (‘V x Q, Ti). a qd that the quadruple systxms (V X Q, ‘.Q), . . . , (V x 
42.1 7;) are a17 intersection‘ preserving set of quadruple systems fox 
W, P;), (P, W, . . . ,-(E Pk) (see [47]). 
Ju:;t * Treash’s theorem on embedding partial trigte systems is an obvious 
c:ordku y of,*&!@t&k theor&n kcin-’ emb&ding partial’: quabtu@le systems, the fact 7 
that partial quadruple systems can be embedded in an intersection preserving set 
alf SC>S c@.n be useilt to prove that any cokction ol’ partial tripk systems can be 
~~%3kk~ in an htersection preserving set of SE. hxvever, just as rg, I3Sh’S 
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theorem preceded Ganter’s theorem, ehe following result on triple systems 
pIseceded the corresponding result on quadruple system-;. In both cases the 
technique of proof for quadruple system:. was copied from the technique of proof 
fdrtriph3 systems. 
9.2 f44). Any finite collection Gf inite partial triple systems can ah ays be 
embedded in an irofersection preseruing set of finite STS. 
Pmof. Let (P, PI), (P, PJ, . . . , (P, Pk) be any collection of partial triple systems 
and x any symbol not belonging to P. Denote by XPi the set of blocks obtained by 
adding x to each triple in Pi. Then each (P U {x), xPi) is a partial quadruple system 
and {q U, 6, C} E XPi f?d”, if and only if { a, b, C} E Pi nPj. If (s9 Ti)9 
6 ‘G), . . l 3 (S, Tk) is any intersection preserving set elf SQS for the partial 
quadruple systems (P IJ (x}, xP,), . . . , (P U {x}, Sk) t ;len the derived triple systems 
(S\M, T,(x)), (S\{xL TM), l l l ? (S\bL Tc(x)) a ie an intersection preserving 
set of STS for the partial triple systems (P, PI), (P, P2), . . . , (P, P,J. 
10. Heterogeneous Steiner quadruple isystems 
Given an SQS (Q, B), let /3 = p( Q; B) denote the number of 
nonisomorphic derived STS (Q,, B(x)) of (‘2, B). Clearly 1s 6 < t 
SQS(u). The determination of /3 for a given SQS is a very interesting 
For instance, there are 4 nonisomorphic SQS(14); for two of them p = 1 
the other two /3 = 2. Obviously these are the only two possible values for fi as 
there are exa:&ly two nonisomorphic STS(13). 
pairwise 
for any 
problem. 
while for 
In 1383 the results of [54] and the ordinary direct product were used to 
construct an infinite class of SQS with /3 3 2. Subsequently, in [36] a different 
construction for SQS was given producing for any given positive integer t an SQS 
with 6 5; t. However, the order of the SQS as compared tt, t was quite large (for 
example, for t = 8 the order of the SQS was 400). 
An SQS(u) with fi = u is called heterogeneous. Recently a heterogeneous 
SQS( 16) was found [22] with the aid of a computer (see example in Section 5.3) A 
heterogeneous SQS(20) was constructed by the authors [45] by using Construc- 
tion A* where for the 1-factorixations F and G two non-isomorphic 
automorphism-free 1-factorizations of K1, were taken. A method is described in 
1451 how to compute p(Q, B) quickly for a given SQS (0, fi) = 
[X U Y]fA, B, F, G, ar) obtained by Construction A* provided (Q, B) is 
component-simple and, of course, IQ1 is not too large. (An SQS(2a) (Q, 13) = 
[X U Y](A, B, F, G, CW) is component-simple if each of its DTS’s contains a unique 
sub-STS(u- 1)) In the same paper, an infinite class of heterogeneous SQS was 
constructed. More precisely, the following result was proved there: 
If there exists a heterogeneous SQS(u) then thp,re exists a 
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To prove this, one starts with two disjoint copies (0" BI ) and (02, B2 ) of a 
heterogeneous SQS( v) (0, B). Then one uses Construction A * to obtain an 
SQS(2v) (0*, B*) = [01 U 02](B I, B 2 , F, G, a) where one takes for F and G two 
non-isomorphic I-factorizations of K2v neither of which contains a sub-I-
factorization of index 2. As one may assume v ~ 16, two such I-factorizations 
indeed exist: one of them can be taken to be GKv , and the other a Steiner 
I-factorization corresponding to an STS( v) with no nontrivial subsystems (which 
exists by [12]). As both F and G contain no sub-I-factorization of index 2, 
(0*, B*) is component-simple. If now rand s are two distinct elements of 0* and 
(O~, B*(r)) and (O~, B*(s)) the corresponding DTS's, assume A to be an 
isomorphism from (O~, B*(r)) onto (O~, B*(s)). If rand s belong to the same set 
0" say to 0" then the unique sub-STS(v -1) (01" BI(r)) of (O~, B*(r)) is a DTS 
of (0" B I ), and a similar statement holds for s. Therefore A must map 
(01" BI(r)) onto (Ols' BI(s)) which is a contradiction with the fact that (01, B I) is 
a heterogeneous SQS( v). If, on the other hand, rand s belong to different sets 0" 
say, re 0 1 and s e O2 then A must map again (01" BI(r)) onto (02 .. B 2(s)) and, 
consequently, must map G onto F which is a contradiction with the fact that F 
and G are non-isomorphic I-factorizations. Thus (0*, B*) is a heterogeneous 
SQS(2v). 
As a consequence, a heterogeneous SQS(v) exists for every v of the form 
v = 2k +3 or v = 10 . 2k where k is a positive integer. 
It has been conjectured in [45] that a heterogeneous SQS( v) exists for every 
v ~ 20 (as the existence of a heterogeneous SQS(16) had been in doubt at the 
time). This conjecture can now be amended to state that a heterogeneous SQS(v) 
exists if and only if v ~ 16. Very little is known about SQS(v) with ~ < v. Of 
course, infinite classes of homogeneous SQS (those with ~ = 1) are known, as all 
of the SQS described in Section 5.2 are examples of such SQS. Again it seems 
reasonable to conjecture that a homogeneous SQS( v) exists for all orders v. 
Observe that while a transitive SQS( v) is necessarily homogeneous, the converse 
is false, and the smallest example of this is obtained for v = 16 (see [29] and 
Example 10.1). 
El8mple 10.1. An SOS(16): 
{O,I,2,3) 
to, 1, 10. 11) 
{O, 2. 5,6) 
{O, 2. 13, IS} 
{O, 3, 9, tI} 
to. 4, 9, 13} 
{O, 5, 9, 12} 
{O, 6, 9.15) 
{O, 7, 9. 14} 
{O, 1,4, 5} 
{O, 1. 12. 13} 
to. 2, 8, ll} 
{O.3.4,6) 
{O, 3.12.15) 
{O,4, 10, 14} 
{n,5.10,15} 
{O. 6, 10. 12} 
{O. 7, 10, 13} 
to. 1.6, 7} 
to. 1, 14, IS} 
{0.2.9.10) 
{O, 3, 5, 7} 
{O, 3, 13, 14) 
{O.4. 11. IS} 
{O, 5, 11. 14} 
{O, 6, It. 13} 
{O.7,l1.12} 
{O, 1, 8, 9} 
{O, 2,4. 7} 
{O, 2, 12, 14} 
to. 3. 8, 10) 
{O, 4, 8. 12} 
{n, 5, 8, 13} 
{O,6,8,14} 
{O, 7, 8, IS} 
{1.2,4,6} 
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0,&S, 7) {1,2,8,W {1,2,% 11) 
1% 2,139 14 K3,4,V {1,3,51 6) 
{1,3,% w* {l,% 12, 141 (1, rr, 13,15} 
j n {lb 4;9,12) L4,10,15~ : , {1,4,11,14) Y -,‘ , : {1,5,.9’, 1311 (1,5,10,14~ {1,5,11,151 
0,6,9, Wt {1,6,10,-13) {I, 6, bl, 12) 
{1,7,9,15) {1,7* 10,121 {1,7,11,13) 
{2,3,6,7) {2,3,8,9) {2,3,1o,W 
{2,3,14, K) (a, 4,8,14} {2,4,9,15) 
~{2,4,11,113) {2,5,8,15} {2,5,9,14) 
{2,5,11, Ii21 {2,6,8,12) {2,6,9,13} 
{2,6,11, :115} {2,7,8,13} {2,7,9,l2) 
{2,7,11, 114) {3,4,8,15) (3,4,9, ‘14) 
{3,4,11,12} {3,5,8,14} {3,5,9,l5) 
{3,5,11,13} (3,6,8,13} {3,6,9,12) 
(3,6,11,<4} {3,7,8,12} {3,7,9, ‘13) 
@, 7,11,15} {4,5,6,7) (4,5,& 9) 
{41,5,12,13} {4,5,14,15} {4,6,8,1@ 
{4,6,12,14} {4,6,13,15} {4,7,8,10 
{4,7,12,15} {4,7,13,14} (5,638, lU 
{S, 6,12,15} {5,6,13,14} {5,7,8, lOI 
(5,7,12, M} {5,7,l3,15} {6,7,8,9) 
(6,7,12,13} {6,7,14,15} {8,9,lO, ll) 
(8,9,14,15} (8, IO, 12,15} (8, PO, 13,14} 
{8,11,13,l5} (9,10,12,14) {9,10,13,15} 
(9, ll, 13,14} {lO,ll, 12,13} {10,11,14,15} 
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{1,2,12,l5) 
{l, 398, ll) 
{1,4.8,13} 
{l, 5,8,l2) 
{l, 698,151 
{l, 7,8,l4) 
{2,3,4,5) 
(2,3,12,13} 
{2,4,10,12} 
{2,5,lO, 13) 
{2.6,10,14} 
{2,7, io, 15) 
{3,4,lO, 13) 
(3% 5,lO, 12) 
I3,6,lO, 15) 
{3,7,lO, 14) 
{4,5,lO, 11) 
(4,6,9, il} 
(4,7,9, lW 
{5,6,9, lOI 
{5,7,9, ll) 
{6,7,lO, ll) 
(8,9,l2,l3) 
(8,ll,l2,14} 
{9,11,12,15} 
{12,13,14,15} 
A11 derived STS(15) are isomorphic (STS No. 2 in tfe listing of [73]), thus p = 1 
but the SQS itself is not transitive as its automorphism group (of order Z!56) 
partitions the elements into two orbits: {O, 1,2,3,8,9,10,11} and 
{4,5,6,‘7,12,13,14,15}. 
A similar observation is that a heterogeneous SQS(V) is necessarily 
automorphism-free while the converse is again false, and the smallest example of 
this is obtained again for u = 16 (SW [2Oj and Example 10.2). The SQS of 
Example 10.2 is automorphism-free but p = 8 (in the notation of [73], among its 
DTS’S the STS No. 3 occurs once, No. 8 three times, No. 14 twice, No. 17 once, 
No. 18 three times, No. 26 once, No. 27 once and No. 28 four times). 
Practically nothing is known about SQS(u) with 1 < /3 < ZI. No one as yet has 
found an order tr such that for every k, 1 < k 6 u there is an SQS(V) having p = k. 
11. Bedvabl~~ Steiner qaadrupie systems 
A paralbd c/au of ar SQS(U) is a set of disjoint quadruples P such that each 
eiement oalcur~; in exactiy one ,quadruple of P. From the point of view of Steiner 
systems, ay,ar:&9 class of quadruples is the same as the (trivial) Steiner system 
S(1,4, v). An SQS(u) (a>, i3) is said to be I-resok.~&Ze (or simply ~oluable) if its 
set of qaadxup?es B can oe partitioned into parallel classes. The unique SQS(8) is, 
of course, an example of a resolvable SQS. A necessary condition for the 
existence OF a resolvable SQS(v) is v = 4 or 8 (mod 12) as v must be divisible b:q 
four. 
Given an SQS(V) = S(3,4, v) (Q, 11) it is conceivable that the quadruples of I? 
car7 be partitioned into subsets B1, Ba, . . . , Btv_21,2 such th3f (Q, Bi) is an 
Sag, Q, v) for each i = 1,2, . . , $(v - 2). If this happens then the original SQS(v) 
(0, B) is teiined 2 -resoZvnbZe. If, in .addition, th’e set & can be partitioned into 
parallel classes for ever;f i := 1,2, . . . . $(v -- 2) (i.e. if each of the obtained 
S!2,4, IV) (&, SJ is l-resolvable) then (Q, B) is said to be doccbly ~~~Casuble. Since 
an S(Z, 4, 9f exists only if ‘u = 1 or 4 (mod 12) it follows that dt necttssary condition 
for an SC)Si U) to be 2-reso!*rable: or doubly resolvable, respectively. is a, = 4 
(mod 12). 
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An example of a 2-resolvable SQS(16) iF provided by the design of points and 
planes of AG(4,2). This SQS(16) can be resolved into seven S(2,4,16)‘s each of 
which can be resolved into five S(l, 4,16j’s (or parallel classes) (since the unique 
5(2,4 16) is isomorphic to the design of points and lir.es of the (unique) affine 
plan. 011 order 4) so that io provides at the same time an example of a doubly 
res livable SQS. 
It is immediate that a l-resolvable SQS need not be 2-resolvable. On the other 
hand, there is also no reason why a 2-resolvable SQ:S &iould be l-resolvable 
(although, if u = 16, there is a reason for it, as observed aboyle). Moreover, even if 
an SQS is both l-resolvable and 2-resolvable, there is nc reason why it shou!d be 
at the same time doubly resolvable (again, with the ex,:eption of ZJ = 16). 
It was shovn recently by Baker [3] that the SQS(2’“) isomorphic to the 
even-dimensional affine spaces AG(2n, 2) provide an infinite class of doubly 
resolvable SQS. No other l-resolvable SQS seem to be known. 
As for l-resolvable (= resolvable) SQS, it ‘.should” be the case that the 
necessary condition es = 4 or 8 (mod 12) is sufficient for their existence as well. 
Observe that either of the doubling constructions (Constnlctio:r A or the Con- 
structialrr of [14)) produces a resolvable SQS(2u) from a resolvable SQS(z$. 
12. Appiicoldons of SQS to STS 
Let S be ir set of size ISI = v = 1 or 3 (mod 6) und denott! by T(S) the set of all 
3-subsets of S. Any collection of triple systems (S, Tkj, (~5, Tzj, . . . , (S, Tkj SUC~I 
that T1 U ‘If2 U l l . U Tk = T(S) is called a large set of STS. !$ince 17’( S)l = 
$D(V - l)(v - 2) and a Steiner triple system of order ZJ has e i.act!y &(JJ - 1) triples, 
it is natural to ask if it is possible to partition ‘k(,i’) int:o 2, - 2 subsets 
T,, &r . 01, K-2 SO that (S, T,), (S, T2), . . . , (S, TV_,) is a large set of mutua’lly 
disjoint ‘MD) STS. This problem is far from settled. While; there does not exist a 
large set of MD STS(7) (the maximum number of MD STSf7) is 2), the combined 
work in [lo, 61, 65, 69, 741 has resulted in shcwing the exi ;tence of a large set of 
MD STS(U) for every 7 # u < 105 except u = 37, 85, and 9’7 (cases which are sti!! 
in doubt); u = 3t (see [49]) or u = 2t + 1 (see [61]) whene qler a large set of MD 
STS(t) exists; and u whenever 3 - 2 is a product of primes y such that :‘le order of 
-2 mod p is congruent o 2 mod 4 (see [65, 741). The “2~ I 1 construrrtkm” 1s of 
interest because of its use of quadruple systems. 
Let Q={1,2,..., u+ 1) and let (Q, B) be ally SQS(u + li, X= {.h:] x2,. . . , 16,) 
a set disjoint from Q, and F= {F,, F,, . . . , F,} a l-factorization of X I_1 {m> (wkre 
00 is a new symbol). Let V = [uij] be any late square of order u + 1 ‘%lased on 0, 
and for each i E Q, define a collection of trip& T, on S = X U Q as ‘IOHOWS: 
(1) B(ijc T, where (Q\{i}, B(i)) is the 83Y;j of (Q, B) associated Gth i ; .wd 
C, = \Jy=I Cijq where C,, = {{x., 1’. ~1,~): r 8. VIE ;s olKaineci from 
mpracing = with i. 
Although the problem of constructing a large set of MD STS(u) for- eve:*y o z 9 
remains open, a simsar problem (whi& at first glance seems more difficult) can be 
completely solved, and again with the use of SQS. 
Two STS- -($ T1): and -(Si E&are said -to’ be Ctl~mgst disjoint provided they have 
exactly one:tri’ple. in common. we &an now as;k whether or not for each o = 1 or 3 
(mod@ thefe is a large set of mwtua~~~.:aZmos~disjolnt (MAD) STS of order u. This 
problem can be c~mpletel>F solved as follows:‘Let (Q, B) be any SQS and assume 
C?={O,1,2,..., ~1.. For each i = I,2 , . . . ) 21, define (Qio, q(r3)) to be the triple 
system obtained from the derived triple system (Q(i), q(i) by renaming 0 with i in 
Q(i) and in each block of q(i). In [42], it is shown that the Steiner triple systems 
I&, q(N), (Qm qW),... ) (Quo, q(d)) obtained in this manner form a large 
set of ItiAD STS. However, in contrast o a large set of mutually disjoint STS, the 
?umber of. -riple systems in a collection of MAD ST’S is still unsettled. 3 n [42] it is 
shown that a large set of MAD STS of order u 3 15 must contain v - 1, O, or o + 1 
triple sys;e~ns. Recently, Phelps (unpublished) has ruled out large sets of v - 1 
MAD STS(u). Whether or not a large set of v + 1 MAD !CTS(u) exists is still open. 
A very intiiguang problem concerning large sets of MAD STS is whether or not 
every large set of u MAD STS(u) can be derived from a quadruple system as 
above. 
A tactical configuration C[J-, 1, A, I,] if; a pair (ST B) such that S is a tl -set and I3 
is a fcs~vzily of k-subsets of S (called hlo&s) such that any (possible) I-subset of S 
is contained in exactly A blocks or 8. Similarly, a t-design & (1, bc, 0: is a pair 
B) such that S is a U.-set and I3 is a ~ol/~$ort (= set) of le-subsets of S such 
ed in exactly ,I\ 
tinmcs ( = wit117 
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one) in B while in a t-design repetitions of blocks in I3 are not allowed. 
(However, -his distinption has not gained a general acceptance yet, and tP, e reader 
is warned that some authors may use the term “t-design” and sti!l allow for 
repeatedblocks, while in some cases the r quirement that blocks not be 11 epeated ma!1 
be implicit although the term “tactical configuration” is used.3 In any case, when 
A = 1 no repeated blocks can occur and so both terms coincide, and an SQS(U) is 
the same as a tactical configuration C[ Q, 3.1, v] or a 3-design S,(3,4, v). 
The question of the existence of tactical configura:ions C[4,3, A, J] was consi- 
dered by Hanani 1253 who settled it completely: using recursive methods he 
proved that the trivial necessary condition for the existence of a tactical configura- 
tion C[4,3, A, v given by Au =O (mod 2), A(v - lj(v -2)=0 (mod 3) and 
Av(v - l)(v -2)~ 0 (mod 8) is at the same time sufficient. Of course, when A > 1, 
the obtained tactical CoIlfiguration will contain, in general, repeated quadruples. 
Subsequently, van Buggenhaut [6] inve! itigated the tactical configurations 
C[4,3, A, v] with A = 3. He described several constructions for them including 
Hanani’s constructions. But of all constructio:ls described in [6] it seems that only 
two of them result in configurations with nc repeated blocks, i.e. in Z&(3,4, v). 
T& first construction requires the existence of an S(3,6, v) in which then one 
takes all 4-subsets of every block to obtain an S,(3,4, v). While a necr:ssary 
condition for the existence of an S(3,6, v) is v = 2 or 4 (mod 20), the5.e Steiner 
systems are kncwn to exist only for v I= 5” + 1 or u = 22.. This colrstruc+,jon 
generalizes easily to yield from an 5(3, k, v) an S&3,4, v). 
The second construction gives an SJ3,4, v) with v = p” + 1 where p i; a prime 
>3, and is actually the same as the construction of an SQS(3” -t I) with sharply 
triply transitive automorphism group described in Section 5.2 above (excel t that 
tht prime 3 is replaced by prim< p > 3). 
If &(3,4, v) exists then clearly 1~ A s v - 3. Also, if S,(3,4, vj exists then so 
does Sx, (3,4, v) with A’= v - 3- A. Thus it suffices to consider A in the range 
1 s A s [3(v - 3)]. Table 1 is a portion of the table of designs S,(t, k, u) compiled 
by Doyen: 
Table 1. SA(3, 4, u) 
V Possible values of A 
8 1,2 
10 1,293 
11 4 
12 3 
13 2,4 
14 1,2,3,4,5 
Although the designs S,i$4, u) havs been showr? TV exist for ;11! h’s irl tl?c 
above table, the question of the existence of desips Si I 3.4, z) J with 2 ( A 5 2’ - 4 
upen. 
4 Yes 
5 TlO 
6 Yes 
7 IlO 
; 
Yes 
Yes 
IO Yes 
11 no 
trivial 
1661 
1661 
necessary condition not satisfied 
trivial 
[661 
trivial 
necessary condition not satisfied 
The value of u = 9 is interesting. in that th’is is the first value for which there can 
exktan OQS(u) with&t repeated qutidruples (even if one disregards the order) as 
an OQS(?J) must contain 126 ordered quadruples, and (z) == 126. Such an OQS(E) 
indeed exists: it is exhibited in jj56) and was found with the aid of a computer. 
The general existence problem for OQS(U) appears to be t,pen, however. 
13.3. Packing and covering of triples by quadruples 
A. minimal covering quadruple system (a maximal packing; quadruple system, 
respectively) is a pair (S, B) where S is an rz-set and B is a minimal (maximal) 
collection of quadruples c.f S such that every 3-subset of S is contained in at least 
one (at most one) quadruple of B. Thus, a maximal packilrg quadruple system 
(MPQS) denoted by P(3,4, n) is the same as a maximal partial1 quadruple system. 
A minimal covering quadruple system (MCQS) which, of COUWS~, is not a partial 
quadruple system in general, is denoted by C(3,4, nl. Den& further 
13. 4, nj, I&‘($ 4, 
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The behaviour of p(3,4, n) and c(3,4, n) has been investigatecll by several 
authors ;27.55,63,64,68]. The following bounds are dz, *.o Schi;nheim [63, 641: 
p(3,4, n) G I(n), c(3,4, n) 3 L(n) where 
b) = &4i(n - l)[&n - 2)‘u3, L(n) = r&2 [$(n - l)[$(n - 2>]]] ; 
here [x] &ii&es the largest integer not exceeding X, and [xl denotes thr=: smallest 
integer not less than X. 
For n 1-2 or 4 (mod 6), both a P(3,4, ‘1,’ and a C(3,& n) are provided, of 
course, Sy an SQS(n), and so in this case 
p(3,4, n)= c(3,4, n)= l(n)=L(n)=&n(n-l)(n-2). 
As an easy consequence, Schiinheim hrls shown that for n =3 cjt 5 (mod 6), 
c(3,4, n) = L(n), and for n = 1 or 3 (mod 6), p(3,4,nj = l(n). 
The remaining cases n = 0 or 5 (mod 6) for MPQS and n = 0 or 1 (mod 6) for 
MCQS appear to be the hardest ones. Notbiug appears to have been done as far 
as the value of ~(3~4, n) for n = 0 or 5 (mod 6) is concerned. One obsczrves readily 
that the Sch(inheim bound is not attained for n = 6 as p(3,4,6) = 3 while I(@ = 4. 
The remaining cases n = 0 or 1 (mod 6) for MCQS have been attacked mainly 
hly Mills [SS]. He has shown that for n = 0 (mod 6), and LA n = 1 (mod 12), one 
has c(3,4, n) = L(n) as well. The proof uses ;;roup divisible designs and recursive 
constructions and is too complicated to be reproduced here. Thss, summarizing 
the above, for n+7 (mod 12), 
c(3,4, n) = L(n) = [$t[$(n - l)[+(n - Zj]]]. 
As for ralues of n = 7 (mod 12), c(3,4, n) remains undetermined except that it 
has been shown [27, 55, 681 that c(3,4,7) = 12 = l+ L(7). 
14. Problems 
In this section we gather together some open problems most of which have 
already been mentioned in the corresponding sections. The numbering of prob- 
lems is such that the first number indicates the section to which thle particular 
problem is related. 
2.1. Simplify Hanani’s roof of the existence of SQS(U) for every order u = 2 or 4 
(mod 6). In particul- find a construction for an SQS(2u +6) from an SQS(u) 
(such a recursive CP -: t ction coupled with Construction FI would do the trick). 
2.2. Find some direl_ c.onstructions for SQS. 
3.1. Show that there exists a pair of nonisomorphic SQS(u) of eflery order 73 = 2 
or 10 (mod 12). 
b Show that the number N(v) of pairwise nonisomorphic S 
6.3* Determine ,d(l4) and a(X). 
6.4* Establish the inequlality d(2u)a v + d(v) for u > 4. 
&5. Is it true that there exists a constant u. such that d(u) = r_~ - 3 for every 
u%+ 3 
6.6. Let k be a positive integed For what values of 1) does there c=xGt a pair of 
SQSk) having exactly k quadruples in common? 
7.1. Is each of the 80 STS( 15) derived? 
7.2. Is every STS derived? 
8.1.. Is it true that an SQS(v) can be embedded into an SQS(u) for every 
adr;; it& bie u 2 2v? 
8.2. Find a smaller embedding for partial quadruple systems than that guaranteed 
by Ganter’s theorem. 
8.A Find a simpler proof of Ganter’s theorem (without induction). 
l&X Does there exist a homcgzneous SQS(v) for every v .a 4? 
Pc3.2. Does there exist a heterogeneous SQS(v) for every 1) 2 W? 
18.3. Does there exist, for every admissible u a 14, a pair of nonisomorphic 
SQS(v:l whose DTS’s can be isomorphicaIly paired? 
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11.1 Does there e:xist a resolvable SQS(U) for every o = 4 or 8 (mod 12)? 
11.2. Do there exist 2-resolvabie SQS(o) for orders u other than u = 22”? 
11.3. Do there exist 2-rc;;olvabIe SQS which are not l-resolvable? 
11.4. Do there exist SQS which are both l-resolvable and 2-resolvable bEt not 
doubly reso?& bIe? 
l2.1. Do there exist iarge sets of o + 1 MAD STS(u)? 
12.2. Is a large set of u MAD STE !u) equiviilent to an SQS(u + l)? rhat is, can 
every large set of u MAD SE(U) be obtained from an SQS(u + 1) as in Section 
12? 
13.1. Do the designs Z&(3,4, U) exist for all A in the range 2 < h G u - 4? 
13.2. Determine thte value p(3,4, n) ( = the number of quadruples in a maximal 
packing quadruple system) for n = 0 or 5 (mod 6). 
13.3. Determine the value of c(3,4, n) ( = thr number of quadruples in a PIKQS) 
for n 57 (mod 12). 
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